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Abstract: The paper proposes an original architecture to control human-machine symbiosis by using 
Heart-Computer Synchronization Interfaces (HCSI). This symbiosis depends on the limits of three 
autonomy prerequisites: the knowledge required to treat a situation, the availability of the human and 
technical resources when achieving tasks, and the possibilities to act by using dedicated interfaces.  As 
inattention is one the causes of a lack or a loss of the symbiosis related to human availability, the new 
system consists in controlling it by studying the impact of the synchronization of dynamic event 
occurrence with heart rate. The results of an exploratory study are relevant and promising: subjects for 
who the activation of visual and sound alarms were synchronized with heartbeats made significantly 
more perception errors than subjects for who this activation was not synchronized. They demonstrate that 
the design of human-machine systems has to be aware of such synchronization that may affect human 
perception abilities and degrade the efficiency of the cooperative activity achievement. This is then a new 
challenge for defining future cooperative systems based on human availability supports to perceive data 
from automated tools. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

News concepts of interfaces such a Brain-Computer 
Interfaces has been developed recently. Heart based 
interfaces are usually used for the sports coaching, the 
medical monitoring or the analysis of human factors such as 
workload, stress or emotion. The concept of Heart-Computer 
Interface does not yet exist. However, regarding the study of 
cooperation between humans and machines for instance, it 
can be useful for monitoring the human cognitive state and 
sharing task regarding heart based indicators.   

This paper proposes then an original new concept named 
Heart-Computer Synchronization Interface (HCSI) to study 
such human abilities. More precisely, it details interface 
architecture to control human-machine symbiosis based on 
the impact of the synchronization of event occurrence with 
heart rate. Results of an exploratory experimental protocol 
show that human perception abilities are significantly 
degraded when events occurs synchronously with the heart 
rate. As such synchronization can generate hazardous 
breakdown of human-machine symbiosis, it is worth 
developing such Heart-Computer Interface in order to control 
it and reduce human detection errors. 

Section 2 introduces the concepts of human-machine 
symbiosis and cooperative systems. Section 3 presents usual 
human factors related to human availability that can justify 
the cooperation activities between humans and machines. 
Section 4 details the HCSI architecture and section 5 presents 
an experimental protocol to study the impact of the 
synchronization of event activation with heart rate. 

 

2. HUMAN-MACHINE SYMBIOSIS AND 
COOPERATIVE SYSTEMS 

Human-machine symbiosis relates to the dependencies that 
exist between human and machine activities. For instance, 
when humans take manual notes, they need a piece of paper 
and a pen. If there is no pen or no paper, taking note is 
impossible. Manual notes highly depend on the presence of 
these supports. Another example is an electrical or a 
computer failure on an air traffic control room that makes the 
use of the radar screen or of the electronic flight plan display 
impossible (Odell et al., 2014; Calder, 2018; Noëth 2018; 
Shanahan, 2018). The activities of the air traffic controllers 
depend on the availability of these control devices. Unusual 
procedures have to be applied in order to recover possible 
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safety failures of these devices: reduction of the number of 
aircraft on the controlled geographical sectors, reduction of 
the taking off and the landing, limitation of the 
communications with pilots by using the radio, etc. In this 
case, the human-machine symbiosis relates to the use of 
interactive supports. Indeed, the regular use of a technical 
system by a human operator increases the level of symbiosis 
between them and makes difficult the use of another new 
support. This possible modification of interactive support can 
lead to an increasing of human workload or stress. 
 
Human-machine symbiosis can then be an obstacle to the 
system autonomy when at least one of the components is out 
of order or missing. A lack or a loss of symbiosis can be due 
to human factors such as overload, stress, attention or 
distraction. On the other hand, an excess of symbiosis can 
also be a cause of human hazardous behaviors. As example, 
the regular use of an automated car speed controller can lead 
to vigilance decreasing, inter-distance reduction or reaction 
time increasing (Dufour, 2014). 
 
The human-machine symbiosis depends on the limit of three 
autonomy prerequisites that avoid a decision maker to act 
alone and without any supports (Vanderhaegen, 2017): 
- The existence of sufficient knowledge to control a given 
foreseen or unforeseen situation. 
- A minimum availability of the physical and cognitive 
resources to be ready to act. 
- The possibilities to interact by using dedicated human-
machine interfaces.  
 
These limits can lead human operators to cooperate with 
others or with automated tools. Human-machine cooperation 
activities generate then another kind of symbiosis based on 
the complementarities of the decision makers in terms of 
knowledge, availability or possible interactions. Knowledge 
discovery, knowledge exchange, knowledge sharing or 
knowledge reinforcement are examples of possible processes 
to recover human knowledge limits by automated systems 
(Vanderhaegen, 2016). Human availability assessed with 
factors such as workload, attention, vigilance or stress can 
also justify the activation of these technical supports. The 
dynamic task allocation principle uses such human 
availability indicators in order to share tasks between humans 
and machines (Vanderhaegen, 1999). Regarding cooperative 
activities, complementarities on knowledge or availability are 
assumed if interactions between human and machine make 
them possible. They are better optimized if cooperation, 
learning or resilience abilities are involved (Vanderhaegen, 
2012; Vanderhaegen, Zieba, 2014, Enjalbert, Vanderhaegen, 
2017), or if specific interaction supports such as common, 
shared or joint workspace exist (Pacaux-Lemoine, Debernard, 
2002; Jouglet et al., 2003). 

Complementary about human availability depends on factors 
such as attention, vigilance or workload. The next section 
presents some of them.  

 

3. HUMAN FACTORS FOR HUMAN-MACHINE 
SYMBIOSIS CONTROL 

Measurements of workload, attention or vigilance lead to 
identify situations that may affect or improve human 
availability. Different supports are used to realize such 
assessments: 
- Eye-trackers to analyze physical characteristics of the eyes 
or gaze. 
- Facial recognition systems to identify emotional 
characteristics. 
- EEG systems to recognize the solicited brain areas during 
an activity. 
- Heartbeats based systems to capture the evolution of heart 
rates. 
- Verbalization recording systems to study verbal activities. 
- Subjective assessment methods to record self-feelings about 
different cognitive or behavioral parameters.  
 
Human availability study can also be useful to assess specific 
human behaviors such as attentional blindness, the tunnel 
effect, blindness to change, attentional dissonance or the 
illusion of attention (Simons, Chabris, 1999, Chabris, 
Simons, 2010; et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2014; Liao, Chiang, 
2016; Vanderhaegen, Carsten, 2017; Vanderhaegen et al., 
2019). These behaviors are linked to a temporary blindness of 
attention abilities that prevents humans from detecting 
obvious changes or unexpected events. This occurs mainly 
when humans have to share their attention between multiple 
tasks (ie, shared attention) or when a task requiring all the 
resources of attention is an obstacle to taking into account 
other tasks (i.e, selective attention). Eye-trackers can be used 
to study visual attention or workload by analyzing indicators 
such as eyelid closure percentage, blink rate, fixation time, 
saccades, pupil diameter, number jerks, sweeping speed, or 
gaze direction (Galluscio & Fjelde, 1993, Rosch, & Vogel-
Walcutt, 2013). These are useful supports for analyzing 
foveal vision rather than peripheral vision. When a subject 
looks at a given point of a working scene, the analysis of the 
corresponding eye movement assumes that attention is 
focused on that point.  However, attention may also focus on 
other points without any eye movement. These behaviours 
are called overt attention and covert attention respectively 
(Findley, 2003). Changes in heart rate are usually related to 
changes in workload, stress, or emotions (Tealman et al., 
2009, Geisler et al., 2010, Pizziol et al., 2011, Hidalgo-
Muñoz et al., 2018). Since humans do not hear their heartbeat 
at rest, except after physical exercise, high stress, or strong 
emotion, a new hypothesis consists in considering that 
attention may be affected by the synchronization of dynamic 
events with heart rate.. A recent study has shown that when 
human subjects are confronted with flashing alarms in 
correlation with their heart rate, the solicitation of their insula 
decreases and their ability to correctly detect alarms 
degrades, the insula being the part of the brain dedicated to 
perception and awareness (Salomon et al., 2016). 

The next section proposes then an original system 
architecture to study such an indicator based on heart rates 
and their synchronization with dynamic event occurrences. 
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4. HEART-COMPUTER SYNCHRONIZATION 
INTERFACE 

The proposed system aims at controlling human-machine 
symbiosis by studying the impact of the activation of 
dynamic events synchronized or desynchronized with the 
heart rate. The architecture is based on a Heart-Computer 
Synchronization Interface (HCSI), Figure 1. On the work 
environment, different supports are required to measure on-
line the heart rate, to control the intermittent events the 
subject has to recover, to display the dynamic event evolution 
and to record the results about the impact of the 
synchronization of events with heartbeats. 

 
Fig. 1. The proposed HCSI architecture. 

 

The intermittent event control module aims at managing the 
event activation regarding the synchronization or 
desynchronization mode and the current heart rate. The 
synchronization mode consists in transmitting the intermittent 
event activation synchronously with the heart rate. The 
desynchronization mode activates events asynchronously 
with the heart rate, Figure 2. It takes into account the real-
time heart rate measurement HR(t) and the event activation 
mode AM(t) in order to control the event occurrence by 
applying a dedicated algorithm, Figure 2. The time of an 
intermittent event occurrence is based on the duration Te 
assessed in millisecond. The constant named  with ]0, 1[ 
aims at activating the event occurrence in the asynchronous 
mode. The processing of the blinking event occurrence takes 
t2+Δt time when a beat b(t2) is detected at t2 time. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The intermittent event activation module. 

 

This architecture was adapted for an experimental protocol to 
study the impact of the synchronization of alarms activation 
with heartbeats. 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND RESULTS 

The proposed experimental protocol is detailed on (Wolff et 
al., 2019). It is based on the MultiAttribute Task Battery 
(Comstock, Arnegard, 1992) and consists in detecting alarms 
during four experiments with increased complexity, Figure 3.  

 
Fig 3. The experimental protocol to stud the HCSI. 
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During the level 1 of the experiments, the subject controls 
four cursors and two indicator lights. For the three other 
levels, eight cursors and four indicators appear. The cursors 
move vertically. When one of the them moves the end of its 
track, either upper or lower, the subject has to press the 
corresponding function button of the touchscreen (i.e., F1, 
F2, F3, F4) to bring the process back to its initial state. One 
light indicator is initially lit and the other is turned off. When 
one of them changes state (i.e., the unlit indicator turns on or 
the lit indicator turns off), the subject has to press the 
corresponding function button (i.e., F5 or F6) to bring the 
process back to its initial state. If the subjects take more than 
five seconds to react, the process returns to its initial state and 
they are warned by an auditory alarm. The levels 2, 3 and 4 
are similar to the level 1 characteristics but include eight 
cursors and four indicator lights, Figure 4. The order of 
occurrence of cursor or indicator changes is programmed, and 
is reproduced eleven times for the level 1 during three 
minutes, and thirty-four times for the three following levels 
during six minutes. For the last two levels, a secondary task 
occurs. It is the resolution of a tangram puzzle with seven 
pieces, which breaks down more and more quickly between 
level 3 and level 4. The subjects have to rebuild it by pressing 
the touchscreen and they also have to control the cursors and 
display buttons. 

 
Fig. 4. Four experimental levels with increased complexity. 

Two intermittent alarms appear simultaneously at the same 
location on the screen during the experiments. They are two 
amber and red flashing squares with a surface of 3 cm by 3 
cm. They are displayed randomly and distributed over the 
four experimental levels of difficulty. When both alarms 
occur, there is a specific sound that is similar to the beep used 
in aeronautics to indicate an abnormality. When the subjects 
see these visual alarms accompanied by an auditory signal, 
they have to press the push button to valid the alarm 

detection. If they do not press it within ten seconds, then 
there is an error of omission. For 15 subjects (i.e., Group 1), 
these alarms are activated in a synchronous mode, and for 12 
subjects (i.e., Group 2), it is in the asynchronous one. They 
occur at the same place, 6 times on level 1 and 8 times on the 
other levels. The value of  is fixed at 0.2. The current beat 
b(t2) is detected manually in order to activate a series of 
blinking alarms for a period of 10 seconds (i.e., Δt=10s, 
flashing on for 100 ms and off for Te-100ms). 

 
Fig 5. The intermittent alarm activation. 
 

Several data have been recorded and analyzed. The 
participants are wearing a Mio™ watch to capture the on-line 
heartbeats and to activate the intermittent alarms for the 
Group 1 and Group 2 consequently. The data from the 
Tobii™ eye-tracker was used to assess the scan rate of the 
alarm areas. The next steps of the proposed methodology 
concerns other recorded data. They are quantitative 
performance assessment related to omissions or false 
detection of alarms, the heartbeat recording and subjective 
data from methods such as Task Load index (Hart & 
Staveland, 1988). Two kinds of analysis, an ANOVA 
analysis and a Fisher-Snedecor test (i.e., F test) are proposed 
to study the impact of the experimental conditions for each 
group and each experimental level. Figures 6 and 7 give 
results on TLX, the heart rates, the scan rates, and the errors 
of intermittent alarm detection.  They display the T test result 
and the average values with confidence intervals around 
mean points for a p-value of 0.05. A difference of 2,50 points 
on the global mental workload occurs between the Group 2 
(Average: 51.10, Standard Deviation: 3.60) and the Group 1 
(Average: 48.56, Standard Deviation: 3.19). For all the 
subjects, the increasing of the workload evaluation between 
the different experimental levels (i.e. from Level 1 to Level 
4) is significant (F (3, 78) = 54.5791, p = 0.0000). Related to 
such global workload, results on heartbeats confirm that the 
experimental protocol was valid from the point of view of the 
increasing of the mental workload. Even if the Group 1 
(Average = 84.77 beats per minute, Standard Deviation = 
18.83) has an average heartbeats slightly higher than the 
Group 2 (Average = 82.93 beats per minute, Standard 
Deviation = 10.46), the difference is not significant. There is 
a greater dispersion for the synchronous condition. 
Nevertheless, the effect of the difficulty of the task is relevant 
and there is a progressive variation according to the 
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experimental level, whatever the group of subjects (F (3, 75) 
= 7.47; p = 0.0002). 

Fig. 6. TLX and heart rate results. 

 
Fig 7. Scan rate and detection errors. 

Whatever the experimental condition, the scan rate of the 
alarm zone decreases gradually according to the experimental 
level. The higher the mental workload is, the less the subjects 
tend to look towards the zone where the alarms are displayed: 
the difference between the Level 1 and the Level 4 is about 
27% and the result regarding the F test is significant. Subjects 
from the synchronous condition tend significantly to look less 
at the alarm areas than subjects from the asynchronous 
condition. This observation increases regarding the workload 
level of the experimental condition. The statistical analysis of 
the intermittent alarm detection error indicates that subjects 
of the Group 2 make about 13.30% of errors (Standard 
Deviation = 8.53) whereas subjects of the Group 1 realize 
about 23.11% of errors (Standard Deviation = 9.14). The 
Fisher-Snedecor test shows that this difference between 
Group 1 and Group 2 is significant (F (1, 25) = 8.15, p = 
0.008). The impact of the experimental levels on human error 
occurrence is also significant (F (3, 75) = 7.23, p = 0.0002). 
 

6. CONLUSION 

This paper has presented a new concept of interface based on 
the use of the heart rate. The Heart-Computer 
Synchronization Interface consists in applying the heart rate 
measurement as an indicator of human availability during 
joint activities achievement involving humans and machines. 
An experimental protocol demonstrated that a breakdown of 
such human-machine symbiosis can be due to the 
synchronization of dynamic event occurrence with heart beat. 
This synchronization increases significantly the number of 
errors of alarm detection. Therefore, this paper opens new 
opportunities for designing future cooperative system based 
on HCSI to detect human availability. Future researches will 
test the effects of different values of the parameters of the 
intermittent event activation module. They will also apply the 
HCSI to control human-machine symbiosis and improve 
cooperation by avoiding a breakdown of the symbiosis due to 
the synchronization between dynamic events with heart rate. 
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